
 

Internship Opportunities at Tech Startup 

Who are we? 

 
We are an EdTech startup in DC looking to bring on a group of talented interns to join us and help us increase 
our impact. We are seeking podcast interns  to help research and produce content for a Conversifi podcast. 

 
Conversifi connects foreign language learners with native speakers for on-demand language practice and 
cross-cultural exchange over video chat. We have a social mission oriented around global citizenship and 
promoting cross-cultural understanding. We’re looking to expand our team with individuals who share our drive 
to create, innovate, and make a difference. Find out more about us at www.conversifi.com. 

 
Who are you? 

 
You are a graduate student or exceptional undergraduate who may be studying communications, business, 
digital media, marketing, foreign language(s), or something similar. You thrive in a startup environment 
oriented around collaborative problem solving and creativity. You have a passion for fostering cultural 
understanding and building new products and ideas. Proficiency in Spanish is a bonus. 

 
Responsibilities 

 
● Help research podcast creation and production within the framework of our mission 
● Create and execute a plan for getting a podcast off the ground and attracting high profile guests 
● Come up with entertaining content related to language-learning and cross-cultural exchange 

  
Ideal candidate 

 

● You have impressive experience with and/or familiarity with podcast ideation, creation, and production 
● You have a passion for new products that address current global needs 
● You are creative and interested in digital media 
● You are available 8+ hours a week 

 
Perks 

 
● Be a part of our energetic and creative team near Dupont Circle 
● Have flexible hours and the ability to intern remotely at times 
● Promote cross-cultural understanding among people around the world 
● We're happy to participate in any academic programs that help you get credit for this internship (this is 

an unpaid internship)  

TO APPLY      Please visit www.conversifi.com/internships. 
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